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WITHOUT A
VOICE
A WOMAN'S JOURNEY TO RESILIENCY
By Erika Obando, International Speaker

New Book provides a look inside of Erika's life
journey of resiliency and perseverance. Using
her own story's success as the platform, she
teaches the tools of transforming your life
from being a Victim to being Victorious!

FROM BROKEN
CHILD TO
EMPOWERED
WOMAN
Brought to the United States illegally by
Colombian parents seeking a better life for
their family, Erika Obando allows her readers

What readers are saying:

a candid view of the horrors and hardships

"A gut-wrenching story of survival from a child's

she endured and how she used them to

perspective that becomes the driver to becoming the

transform her life.

best version of humanity despite the odds." - Anne R.

This powerful, coming of age story traces
Erika’s growth into a resolute young woman

"I was hooked on page one! I loved Erika's openness,
her vulnerability and brutal honesty." - Suzette B.

who struggled to overcome incredible odds

"Erika's book is a rollercoaster of emotions. She takes

and build a solid and successful life for her

you on a very real journey from a violent childhood

son, herself and those who follow in her
footsteps.

to her triumphs as a student, mother, multimedia
professional and author/motivational speaker. "
- Bob Butterfield.

"Strong people come from difficult circumstances but it is up to you to
decide how that ultimately defines you!" - Erika Obando
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"You are not here to
live for your resume.
You are here to
leave your legacy."

Erika

About the Author
Erika Obando - A relentless advocate for defining a life with purpose, she has
made it her mission to leave impactful ripples for generations to come. An active
International Speaker, Author, Mentor and Community Leader, her legacy is to
guide others in changing the narratives of their lives. Her efforts focus on women
empowerment, youth enrichment and advocating lifestyle pivots using the art of
reinvention. She took the renown TEDx Stage in which she shared her story “When Breaking Points Lead To Empowerment” – a look into her life’s journey of
resiliency and perseverance. Using her own story’s success as the platform, she
teaches the tools of transforming yourself from being a Victim to being Victorious!
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